
It works for your security 

•  Secure protocols (SFTP and SSL/TSL) provide the 
covered file transferring, so don’t you worry about 
their travel: it’s safe indeed

•  Interface password makes your work 
impenetrable for any other person

•  Authorization methods by Private/Public Key 
work as an attentive verification of every visitor of 
your network, and it makes you being sure that no 
strangers will have an access to your business and 
all the related data

•  Blowfish Encryption is an additional lock that keeps your data 
untouched

It works comfortable

•  ZIP compression,
•  incremental backup 
•  and filters 
reduce the time to complete the backup 
tasks, increase the backup speed and save 
the storage space on the drive 

•  Timestamps help you to avoid the data 
accumulation and tangled assortment of 
files and folders
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It works automatically 

•  Service mode works wonders: even after your logoff 
the backup process would remain uninterrupted

•  With Scheduler option the backup process is 
launched in the most convenient time

•  Pre/Pro running coordinates your applications, so 
there shouldn’t be any conflicts

•  With E-mail reporting you’re always informed about 
the backup status: you see, you don’t have to check 
the results, they’re coming to you themselves

…and it works for your company 

•  Create and manage any amount of backup 
sets – it’s unlimited

•  Also, you can obtain and manage the 
backed up data, located remotely

•  Turn on Active Directory: you can simply 
back up the company materials through 
the domains systems, using the accounts 
credentials

•  Want Leo Backup to work your way? - no problem. Adjust the 
program functionality to your policy: it’s easy thanks to the special 
scripting (aka COM)

Leading, Efficient and Optimal 

Leo Backup a solution for secure backup and protecting the data from corruption and any 
external threats, dedicated to guarantee an indispensable safety for your files. 

You can protect all your data that you care about, easy and fast
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